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A must see, offered to the market for the first time in 18 years, this rarely available delightful Victorian home in the desirable Round
Hill Conservation Area offers a large amount of space and will be a wonderful family home.

After walking through the tranquil 15 ft front garden, the bright hallway provides access to all rooms. The warm and light reception room
retains some appealing authentic period features and offers a lovely family space. Adjacent to this, the rear reception room could be
used as a dining room or second reception room, as well as a fourth bedroom, or as an office or snug. To the rear of the house is the
country-style kitchen with plenty of space for a modern family with the potential to extend (STPP).

To the rear of the first floor is an unusually large family bathroom boasting a separate bath and shower. The third bedroom is a good
size and the principal bedroom to the front of the house is a superb size and the bay window offers great light and views of trees.

The loft bedroom is again a good size, and the flexibility of accommodation will suit many families, especially in these times when many
of us are working from home.

Situated at the far end of the 50 ft long peaceful charming Mediterranean-style South-facing garden is a fantastic brand-new high spec
garden cabin (with electricity) that could be used for any number of activities.

Prince's Road is conveniently located off Ditching Road (fast access to A27/ A23/ A270). The Roundhill Conservation area is a highly
popular residential area for families as it is ideally located with outstanding local pubs, local conveniences, schools, parks, cafes and
restaurants nearby. The famous Brighton Laines & beach are also within walking distance. London Road Station is only minutes away for
any of those who may commute to London or Lewes.
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